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List of dominant vs recessive traits

  Some examples of dominant and recessive traits in selected pets from: Pet Genetics - Charles E. Stufflebeam Species Dominant Feature Recessive Feature Faeces Black Hair Coat Red Hair Coat Probed Horns White Face Solid Color Solid Color Irregular White Stoning Red Yellow Cloven Hooves Mule feet Chickens
Rose Comb Single Comb White Skin Yellow Skin Dominant White Color ColorEd Feathers Recidivism White Penny Comb Feathered Shanks Clean Shanks Black Feathers Red Feathers Horses Black Hair Coat Chestnut or Sorrel Bay Nonbay (Black) Chestnut Mane &amp; Tail Flax Mane &amp; Tail Smooth Hair Curly
Sheep Sheep Hair Sheep Fleece Wooly White Wool Black Wool Brown Eyes Blue Eyes Swine Black Hair (Hampshires) Red Hair White Belt no belt straightened ears Mule Foot Cloven Hoof Dogs Wire Hair Smooth Hair Black Hair Liver Color Red Hair Yellow Hair Solid Color White Spotting Cats Short Hair Long Hair
Brown Hair Agouti (wild color) Nonagouti Color White House Dominant A feature is a hereditary trait that appears in offspring if it is brought from a parent through a dominant allele. Features, also known as phenotypes, can include features such as eye color, hair color, immunity or susceptibility to certain diseases and
facial features such as cavity and freckles. In species of sexual reproduction, each person has two pairs of chromosomes; people have 23 pairs of chromosomes, so 46 chromosomes in total. Chromosomes contain thousands of genes that encode proteins that express and control all the biochemical and physical
characteristics of the body; this set of genes is the genotype of the body. Within each chromosome there are two copies of each gene. Each chromosome has the same gene in the same position (called locus) so that it is paired. However, each locus can have two different versions of each gene: one from the mother and
one from the father. Each alternative version of the gene is called an allele. Alleles are in two different forms: recessive (marked as lowercase, e.g. a) and dominant (marked as uppercase, e.g. A). If a person carries the same two alleles for a gene, they are homozygo for that gene (aa or AA); this is the case where alleles
are recessive or dominant. If the two alleles are different, the person is heterozygous for the gene (Aa). Assuming mendelian genetics, which is a simplified explanatory tool: Recessive trait will be expressed only if the offspring have two copies of a recessive allele that encodes this trait (recessive homozygous, aa). The
dominant characteristic will always be expressed in offspring if the dominant allele is present, even if there is only one copy of it (heterozygous or dominant homozygo, Aa or AA). Gregor Mendel was a 19th-century Austrian monk who for the first time formulated the idea of characteristics after simple hybridisation
experiments with pea plants. At that time, it was mainly believed that reproduction resulted in offspring with traits that were a mixture of parents' characteristics. However, Mendel noted that when he crossed the purple pea plants with white pea plants, the offspring had purple flowers. Then he bred these first offspring with
each other (this is possible in many plant species). In the second generation of pea plants, he noticed that 75% of the offspring were purple and 25% were white. Mendel suggested that there is a trait that has been passed from the first population of parents of white flowers, to the third generation; now we know that
these traits are genes. In the case of peas, the purple colouration of the flowers is controlled by the dominant gene (designated p here), while the white colouring is controlled by the recessive gene (p). The parent generation contained the genes homozygous purple (PP) and homozygous white (pp). When they were bred
to create the first generation, the offspring were Pp, each took the dominant allele from one parent and a recessive allele from the other. Thus, although both alleles were passed, the white alleles of colors were masked by the dominant purple color of the allele. The offspring of the second generation can therefore be PP,
Pp or pp, with PP and Pp people displaying purple color and pp people displaying white color. Using a square punnet, you can see how the 3:1 color ratio was achieved in the second generation: Mendel further research by studying other characteristics of peas, such as the color of the pod (yellow or green), the shape of
the pea (round or wrinkled), the position of the flower (axial or terminal) and the height of the plant (high or short); for everyone, the same result was seen as for the color of the flower. Using these basic principles of inheritance, it is possible to predict the percentage of different dominant characteristics expressed in
offspring, in a wide range of reproductive events. However, most of the characteristics in the phenotype of a complex organism are controlled by many different genes, so the reality is not always as simple as in Mendel's experiments. There are many characteristics of human phenotype that are controlled by dominant
alleles: dark hair dominates over blond or red hair. Curly hair dominates straight hair. A balding is the dominant feature. Having a widow's top (V-shaped hairline) dominates having a straight hairline. Freckles, chin cleft and wells are examples of the dominant trait. Having almond-shaped eyes is the dominant feature,
while having round eyes is a feature controlled by recessive alleles. The feature of detached ear petals, unlike the attached ear lobes, is dominant. Right-handedness dominates left-handedness. The ability to speak a language is dominant over the inability to do so. dominates normal vision. The presence of webbed
fingers is a dominant feature. The development of 6 fingers instead of 5 is controlled by dominant alleles. Brown eyes dominate the blue eyes (however, eye color is controlled by more than one gene and is therefore a multigenetic trait and cannot be explained by Mendelian genetics. People with green and hazel eyes
have a mixture of alleles for brown and blue eyes). Other features that are not physically visible are also controlled by dominant alleles, for example: Resistance to poison ivy is controlled by the dominant allele. High blood pressure is the dominant feature. A&amp;B blood groups dominate the blood type O. Susceptibility
to migraines is the dominant feature. Tone deafness dominates normal hearing. It is important to note that dominant alleles are no better than recessive alleles; dominant traits can cause serious health problems in individuals (such as high blood pressure). Dominant traits are also not necessarily more common than
recessive traits; Although, if they affect the health of individuals in the population, they may become more or less common in the gene pool over time, due to natural selection. As in Mendel's experiments, people have been using genetics for thousands of years to selectively breed animals as well as fruits and vegetables.
Dominant characteristics that are beneficial, such as white wool in sheep, smooth coats in horses and short legs in dachshunds, can be increased in the population by breeding individuals that have dominant alleles. Through consistent breeding of individuals with the desired dominant trait, the dominant allele becomes
more common in the population. However, selective breeding has drawbacks. When efforts are made to reproduce with a small founding population that is homozygous for the desired dominant trait, variability in the gene pool is low. Recessive genes, which can cause health problems, increase the frequency in the
population and are expressed when homozygoths end. It is known to be in person, and can cause problems such as increased incidence of cancer, heart disease and visual or hearing impairment. Recessive traits – Recessive traits are phenotype traits that are displayed when a gene has two recessive alleles in the



locus in the chromosome. Genes – Consisting of DNA, genes are the basic unit of heredity that encodes protein expression and control. Genotype – A set of genes in each person who is responsible for the expression of individual characteristics. Phenotype – physical characteristics or characteristics that are expressed
as a result of the genotype of the body. 1. The predominant feature of duck beaks is long length, controlled by allele B. Short beaks are determined by recessive allele b. If the mother duck is a homozygous for long beak length (BB) and the father is (Bb), what percentage of their offspring will have long beaks? A. 25% B.
50% C. 75% D. 100% D is correct. This question can be easily solved with a punnet square. In all cases, the offspring will receive a dominant allele B, which will mask the effect of any recessive allele. 2. Which of the following statements is true? A. Phenotype controls genotype B. Dominant allols are more common C.
Genotype controls phenotype D. Dominant trait is always better for health C is correct. A genotype is a set of genes that controls the expression of a phenotype. 3. Which of the following features is not the dominant feature? A. Straight hair B. Grows 6 fingers C. High blood pressure D. Freckles A is correct. Curly hair
dominates straight hair. -High school student from New York June 4, 2004 Good question. Remember that for most genes, you have two copies of each gene you inherited from your mother and father. Each copy of the gene can be different. For example, one copy can give blue eyes, while another can give brown. So,
what color are your eyes if you have both a brown and blue eye version of the eye color gene? Brown. This is where the idea of dominating and recessive comes. Dominant means that one version pierces the other. In our example here, brown dominates the blue, so it ends with brown eyes. The way people list dominant
and recessive traits is dominant, gets a capital letter, and recessive lowercase letters. So for the color of the eyes, brown is B and blue is b. As I said above, people have two versions of each gene so you can be BB, Bb, or bb--BB and Bb have brown eyes, bb, blue eyes. Gene versions are often dominant because the
recessive version actually does nothing (click here to learn more about other ways in which gene versions can be dominant). In the above example of eye color, the brown version of the gene creates a pigment that changes the color of the eyes to brown, but the blue version does not form a blue pigment. Instead, it
makes no pigment and the eye without pigment is blue. As you may have guessed, if the blue version of the eye color gene has created a pigment, then you will get a mixture of brown and blue. There are cases like this for people. One of the easiest to understand is hair. There are two hair type genes, curly and straight.
If you have two copies of the curly version, you have curly hair and if you have two copies of the straight hair version, you have straight hair. What kind of hair do you have if you have a copy of each? Wavy. Each of these versions contributes something so that you have a mix of the two. You could write it as CC is curly,
SS is simple and CS is wavy. As for what to talk about in its class, the example of the hair type that I discussed above is quite good for incomplete domination. He can ask the class what hair they have and what genes they have, means mean Have. You can also ask them about their parent's hair type and whether their
results fit the model. For pure dominant and recessive characteristics, I have listed a few below that can be discussed with class. I hope this helps. Good luck! The examples listed below are traditionally taught in classrooms as simple parent/recessive traits. On closer inspection, many of them do not. Where possible, I
have posted links to answers that discuss this in more detail for each specific feature. Also, click here for more information on other features that are not discussed here. These other characteristics are not real dominant/recessive traits either. Bent pinky: The dominant version of the gene causes the further segment of
the pink finger to visibly bend inward towards the ring (fourth) of the finger. Medium digital hair: People who lack hair in the middle segments of their fingers have two recessive versions of the gene. Rolling language: People with the dominant allele can roll their tongues in the shape of a tube. People with two recessive
versions are non-roll and can't learn to roll their tongues. (Maybe it's not a great example.) Earlflakes: Recesses have attached earlae petals. People with the dominant version of the gene have detached ear petals. (Maybe it's not a good example.) Thumb crossing: In a relaxed finger blocker, the left thumb to the right
results from having 1 or 2 copies of the dominant version of the gene. People with 2 recesses place their right thumb on the left. Dr Barry Starr, Stanford University
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